You are:
Dwight Dickerson

A week or two ago, you got a phone call from the famous Roxie Heart.
Over the bad cellphone reception and Roxie’ weird drunken ramblings,
it was hard to make out exactly why she was calling, but you managed.

scheming hotel clerk

You’re a lowly hotel desk clerk, but you’ve always
wanted more. Sooner or later, one of your get
rich quick schemes is gonna pay off. Sure, every
other plan you made failed utterly. If they hadn’t,
would you still be working at the Manna Hotel
in the middle of nowhere? Some of them were
probably your own fault.

The important thing is that she asked a favor of you. It’s a weird request, but she’s a rock star, right? They have weird requirements. She
wants you to covertly obtain for her “King Kong” the exotic albino
Chinese ferret-badger from the tiny local zoo. I guess she wants an
exotic pet, and the zoo isn’t selling it? Anyway, she promised you a
million freaking dollars for this badger thing. That’s the sort of money
that will get you out of Kansas and rolling the high life in someplace
fancy, for sure.

But maybe this one is the one. Then you can
finally show your girlfriend that you’re somebody
important, not just a small town loser.

When you got the badger, you’re supposed to call Roxie’s room with
the codephrase “Gato”, then meet her in the laundry room to deliver
the white Chinese ferret thing.

Dante / deedee underwood

So last night you decided to just steal the thing instead. Underwood
was on board, and could even get you the key to the zoo. An hour later,
you were running out of the zoo with its alarm system blaring. You’re
not sure what happened exactly. In the frantic chase back to the Manna
Hotel, you got separated from Underwood. And then you tripped over
something and dropped the badger cage.

georgia vang
When the heist went wrong, Underwood was taken in by the cops. You
did the only thing you could do: you called in your girlfriend the lawyer
for help. Well, ex-girlfriend.
All you did was accidentally drive your truck over this little crown thing
she had from when she was a teenage beauty queen. Just a normal moving day accident. You didn’t realize it was so important that she’d go all
crazy. But she just stormed off. Georgia hasn’t been willing to speak to
you for the last week or so.

dwight dickerson

dwight dickerson

For whatever crazy reason, the tiny zoo that had the badger is owned by
Victory Electrical Co-op. And your old friend Dante / Deedee Underwood just recently inherited the Manna Hotel and a majority share of
the electrical co-op. You hoped he could just give you the badger, right?
But apparently some complicated zoning rules or co-op regulations
require the badger thing to stay owned by the zoo. What the hell?

Damn thing escaped. Cage was only open for a split second before it
was gone. Where could that thing have gone?
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Roxie Heart

But you finally got her to agree to come down to the hotel to speak to
you and Underwood , see what she can do to help. How lucky is it that
your girlfriend is a defense attorney? Well, ex-girlfriend. Hey, maybe
not. Maybe you can show her you’re a good guy, right? Or maybe she’ll
be impressed when you finally get paid our fortune from the rock star.
Women like rich guys, right?

work:
Innkeeper and guest

dwight dickerson

Relationship:
Roxie Heart

hi my name is:
Dwight Dickerson
small town loser

But I want to be somebody
important someday.

need:
To Make Some Money...
by stealing an exotic animal.

object:
A tiara, crushed flat

Relationship:
Dante / Deedee Underwood
crime:
Together executed a daring drunken
theft of a badger from the electrical
co-op’s tiny zoo
need:
To Get the Truth... about what
happened to the loot

dwight dickerson

romance:
On the rocks
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Relationship:
Georgia Vang

object:
a crushed tiara
Under the duct tape and paper
clips, you can read “Miss Kansas”.

